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omnibuses right up to the limit of effective machine-gun
range, and there and there only they began to move
forward on foot. The result was that the units were
kept in a much fresher condition than would have other-
wise been the case. The Legion and the Moors also kept
very attenuated outpost lines, and the great majority of
the men were thus able to live in greater comfort some
distance behind the rather elastic front line.
The first night at Talavera, my French friend and
myself spent as the guests of the good people on whom
we had been quartered by the alcalde. I learnt that
they were his cousins. They were installed in a strange,
rambling house built over a brewery and an ice factory,
those being their property. We had some iced beer
which was very welcome and were then invited to dine
with them. The family consisted of the husband, the wife,
who looked very sad and worried, and three good-looking
daughters. I understand that the husband had been
forced to pay to the Reds as much as ,£3,000 so that his
property should not be destroyed and he or his family
molested. During the whole period of Red occupation
he made beer and ice for them for nothing. My French
friend d'Hospital, who was always the president of our
little mess, produced some bottles of fair Spanish wine,
which were much appreciated as none was left in the
town.
We were seated at table finishing our meal about
midnight—dinner is always a late function in Spain—
when there arose fearful shouts from the streets. It was
the war chant of the Moorish soldiers, broken by the
screams of frightened women. I realised how deeply
fear had bitten into those Spanish families when I saw
wife and children huddle in a corner of the room while
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